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On the Salerno Road,

September 9, 1943

All of us are still feeling a little bit seasick when the Armada carrying the

British and American invasion force to the Italian beaches of Salerno raced at full speed

into the Gulf of Salerno in less than.an hour before zero hour of three-thirty a*m,

today* had been circling round in the open sea, in a flat-bottomed invasion craft
of all shapes and sizes that rolled, tossed and buckled even, in this turgid oily

Mediterranean where intermittently for eight hours German bombers have made long

running raids upon us and more recently the pale fingertips of searchlights from the

shore had flickered. Then, and only then, as the race to the shore began the startling

news flashed to every ship of the Italian armistice. Down in dark holds, where,

sweating officers and men gripping well oiled tommy-guns and rifles were loaded ready

with their packs, the tension of eight hours during which death might have come at

any moment, ended almost in gloom.

Here in Italy, they had, of necessity, to look after it themselves* So Armistice

Day for Italy dawned with the fiercest battle raging that has ever been fought

along her coastline. I was with the first "Wave of British infantry for though the

invading force, was the American Fifth Army under the command of the American

Lieut,-General Mark W. Clark, part was British, The original plan was, that a

quarter-of-an-hour before 3.30 a.m,. ships of the United States and Royal Navies,

including monitors, should begin the bombardment of the enemy coastal batteries which,. .
British Commandos and American Rangers had also been landed in advance *to help
silence, 'Batteries, it ms realised could do considerable damage to an invasion

fleet at its anchorage if net dealt with speedily or greatly impaired and it was known,

too, the Gormans, if able to use them at all would use them with the greatest possible
effect to defend a section cf the" Italian, mainland which is most important to the

German scheme for the' defence cf Europe, At the first challenge us from the- shore

based guns, therefore, the Navy went into action* The British troops I had,,

accompanied, had the initial job Of landing, on the beach and. pushing inland* Then our

other tasks included that of hurrying towards Salerno, a valuable port for us if rlerman

resistance was to continue in an attempt to held Italy, Meanwhile Commandos and

Rangers turning inland.from their destruction of coastal guns and would be striking

southwards towards the town. -

As our flotilla of
square nosed invasion craft broke for shore and enemy mines

and bombs’ were unable to break as the Armada had steamed from half-dozen ports -

it is 170' miles from Sicily to Naples alone - ether square nosed craft also with

their attendent cruisers /destroyers, - stars- stripes or white ensign mast-

high - broke away too and raced for the shore*

/it was



*E«R

It was pitch dark now, for,, the moon had gone at .one a.m*, and shortly-after that
the German bombers had stopped hanging flares over us* It was- chilly up above in the

open, .but down below,..where officers and men were packed tight beneath the shelter of
thin steel decks,. it was sailing hot. They had been there for hours streaming with

perspiration, waiting in. the darkness and with hatches and steel doors of the companion

ways clamped tight till the moment came .to- tumble out on to the beaches or into smaller
assault craft- which carry them over the water too shallow for the bigger invasion
ships, .

On deck there was a danger of falling shrapnel from our own guns, or of shrapnel
from German bombs, which came down screaming like' a Boris Karloff film, I have never

known time pass so slowly as it did in those dungeon-like holds, or such a sense of

foreboding while waiting inhere, knowing nothing of the outside world, except"'that there
is the crack of guns, enemy bombs, ...mines, maybe torpedoes. But as the engines creaked
complainingly into a roar, and....our tiny welded ship) throbbing and vibrating raced into

the bay with the rest of our flotilla, German aircraft came back too,' and hung more

flares in the sky.

Guns flashed on shore, far south of us five searchlights stabbed across the water
and held the big landing ships in their glare* The Commandos had done part of their

work at least, for it was obvious that the guns firing from the shore wore not nearly so

numerous as otherwise expected,
:

Better still, there were fires - some more of the Commandos f doings - and ammunition

dumps started to go up in a cascade of flame and sparks. Soon it was like a Guy Fawkes.

Warships were silhouetted for a moment by a flash from their guns. Tracers and

flaming onions, a myriad of coloured lights, climbed laboriously, Another terrific flash

lit our first and at the same time crumbled it - a. lonely towered house on

the beach which had become a machine gun nest surrounded by barbed wire.

When the first British troops got ashore, however, there were still Germans behind

the machine-guns in the sand dunes, or manning mortars further away. They took them, in

furious assaults. Sappers, who went, almost 'side by side with them, found the beach, was

not tracks leading to an inland1 exit were thickly sown with nines. Most of

them/were' newly laid, so it is apparent the Germans were expecting as here - an .easy

anticipation, because you cannot expect to keep secret the great convoy of ships like

ours hadbeen, . ■ ,
.

.

We had been lucky indeed to get so far as at 6 p,m, the previous evening the.first

Messerschmitt fighter-bombers and Focke-Wulfs had swooped upon us to run the gauntlet of

anti-aircraft fire that immediately smudged a broad black track across the sky, When the

next batch of troops had their turnto go towards the shore the Germans used anti-aircraft

guns to put skybursts over them, so that shrapnel hissed dawn like vicious rain. Fires

ringed the bay now, and there were floating biers of fire even on the water - the

scattered particles of a German plane glowing red hot still in the spill exits of their

own fuel tanks,.

This time, however, we had. crossed the fifty yards wide strip of gravelly sand,

and were heading inland through cultivated lands, crossed by many drainage ditches.

There were lemons, grapes, apples, walnuts, egg tomatoes, in the fields on cither side

of the narrow lanes over which trees draped cool shade. On .our left a stream meandered

along shallow. channels in its'-broad bed, Aheaad was a barrier of rugged mountain peaks

of the spur of the Appenines,

Between us and that spur Germans still manned mortars and 88s, and jammed between

us on the flank and other British troops who had landed was a German battalion still

fighting stubbornly and sniping. Earlier they had brought Tiger tanks on to the beaches

under cover of scrub and small bushy topped trees, m an attempt to stem our landings.
But the British bridgehead was widening quickly, relentlessly.

I passed a handful of Italian soldiers. They had not tried to oppose us, Among

them a few Italian peasants stood impatiently, anxious to get back to their fields. All

roads and tracks were choked with constantly moving British vehicles, guns and, troops,
been

Overhead some of a huge number of aircraft which we have/promised will be over us

today were already wheeling in a cloudless sky. There will be a larger number of air-

craft even than the Eighth Army had to cover its invasion of the Italian mainland.

It approaches a miracle in a landing of this sort, where air cover must be stretched

to its utmost. And in the fields slit trenches have already been dug, field telephones

ore working and British tommies were brewing cups of tea, while more fresh troops passed

through them to continue the chase of the Nazis,
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